CMIT ELEMENTARY
School Staff 2019-2020

Administration

Tenika Fryson | Principal | tfryson@cmitelementary.org
Miki Monroe | Asistant Principal | mmonroe@cmitelementary.org
Emre Tekin | IT / Operations Manager | operations@cmitelementary.org
Stefanie Powers | Principal Secretary | spowers@cmitelementary.org

Whitney Love | Secretary | wlove@cmitelementary.org
Ecola Virgil | Receptionist | evirgil@cmitelementary.org

Student Services

Whitney Green | School Counselor | writchie@cmitelementary.org
Fabiola Morino | ILT | fmorino@cmitelementary.org
Quiana Brooks-Curry | ILT | qcurry@cmitelementary.org

Shannon McVeigh | Special Education Teacher
smcveigh@cmitelementary.org

Michael Wright | Special Education Teacher
mwright@cmitelementary.org
Sylvia Bryant | Para Proffessional | sbryant@cmitelementary.org
Juanita Broadnax | ISEA | abroadnax@cmitelementary.org
Porche Marshall | Para Proffesional | pmarshall@cmitelementary.org
Jacqueline Scott | Para Profesional | jscott@cmitelementary.org
Kimberly McClain | Para Proffesional | kmcclain@cmitelementary.org
Sedara Belt | Para Professional | sbelt@cmitelementary.org
Christina Williams | ISS | cwilliams@cmitelementary.org
Toi Johnson | ISS | tjohnson@cmitelementary.org
Xiomara Reid | ISS | xreid@cmitelementary.org

Technology Education
Safak Avsar | Technology Teacher | savsar@cmitelementary.org
Behiye Ceyhan | Lego Teacher | bceyhan@cmitelementary.org

Library
Diana Dumbadze | Librarian | ddumbadze@cmitelementary.org

Ecology Lab
Benora McCain-Wigfall | Ecology Lab Teacher | bmccain@cmitelementary.org
Art Teacher
Mervin Dorsey | Art Teacher | mdorsey@cmitelementary.org

Music Teacher
Abigail Bautch | Music Teacher | abautch@cmitelementary.org

PE Teacher
Jesse Hamms | PE Teacher | jhamms@cmitelementary.org

World Language
Cristina Fernandez | Spanish Teacher | cfernandez@cmitelementary.org

Kindergarten Teachers
Rebecca Ann Barton | Kindergarten Teacher | rbarton@cmitelementary.org

Tirzah Lewis | Kindergarten Teacher | tlewis@cmitelementary.org

Erika Echols | Kindergarten Teacher | eechols@cmitelementary.org

Alesia Thornton | Kindergarten Teacher | athornton@cmitelementary.org
First Grade Teachers

Jeanine Hutchins | 1st Grade Teacher | jhutchins@cmitelementary.org
Cortney Richardson | 1st Grade Teacher | crhodes@cmitelementary.org
Megan Psyhojos | 1st Grade Teacher | mpsyhojos@cmitelementary.org
Ricardo Miel Brillantes | 1st Grade Teacher | rbrillantes@cmitelementary.org

Second Grade Teachers

Celisa Glasper | 2nd Grade Teacher | cglasper@cmitelementary.org
Eric Trippe | 2nd Grade Teacher | etrippe@cmitelementary.org
Kelsey Stollof | 2nd Grade Teacher | kstollof@cmitelementary.org
Tunisha-Marie Davis | 2nd Grade Teacher | tdavis@cmitelementary.org

Third Grade Teachers

Michelle Tolbert | 3rd Grade Teacher | mtolbert@cmitelementary.org
Jennifer Cooper | 3rd Grade Teacher | jcooper@cmitelementary.org
Mariam Otunba | 3rd Grade Teacher | motunba@cmitelementary.org
Yanisha Jeffers | 3rd Grade Teacher | ydaniel@cmitelementary.org
Fourth Grade Teachers

Michaela Moon | 4th Grade Teacher | mmoon@cmitelementary.org
Sonia Owchariw | 4th Grade Teacher | sowchariw@cmitelementary.org
Jessica Esbin | 4th Grade Teacher | jesbin@cmitelementary.org
Michael Williams | 4th Grade Teacher | mwilliams@cmitelementary.org

Fifth Grade Teachers

Jazzminn Upshaw | 5th Grade Teacher | jsmiley@cmitelementary.org
Jazzminn Kelley | 5th Grade Teacher | jkelley@cmitelementary.org
Alpa Bhatt | 5th Grade Teacher | abhatt@cmitelementary.org
Hilma Linton-Philp | 5th Grade Teacher | hphilp@cmitelementary.org

Cafeteria

Lydia Henriquez

Donta Cruz